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gender form used in european languages of the medieval period to
refer to a female person or thing. the celtic female name thais is
closely related to the english name thea and the french théa. the
iberian name thayse is the variant of the same root. etymology in

modern latin, the feminine diminutive form of the noun "thais" refers
to the river thaïs, as the original river's name is thaïs. both river and
woman are named after the ancient greek mythological figures of

thais and naiad, respectively. the name of thais may have
descended from that of the medieval european river thaïs, which
was believed to have its source in the holy land. uses "thais" has

been derived from greek adjective θαιός (thaïos) meaning
"belonging to a goddess". the latin forms of the word, thais and
thayse, have been derived from the greek. in the ancient greek
mythology, thais was one of the nymphs of the river thaïs. in the
iliad, she was a naiad called "paedade". according to the cretan

myths, she was the daughter of the cretan goddess minos, father of
the minotaur. in some sources, she was a daughter of crete. later,
she was worshiped as a nymph of a river (called thaïs) as well as a
naiad. thais was known for being an ideal queen and shepherdess
who would care and preserve her father's flock. she is also named

thayse in the medieval chronicle historia brittonum and is sometimes
spelled thaise or thea (presumably from norman old french, which

had varying forms such as thea, theaus, and theâs), thaesa, thaysa,
thaysa, thásia, thea, thea. during the middle ages in europe, thais
and thayse became commonly used as female given names. the

french name théa is descended from the greek name thea, and thus
thais. it may have also come from the mediaeval french thaye. (see

also amoret). the greek thea may have been latinised to thais in
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some late latin countries such as france, and there the name may
have also been latinised to thayse. in english, thea or thee became
thais. places in greek mythology, thais was the mother of achilles

and a naiad. 5ec8ef588b
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